G o l d e n F i re

Activates the Sacred Heart- This is the golden flaming
heart with the tri-fold flames that Jesus and Mary walk

Wa n d

with, and is different from the Sacred Space of the Heart
that we have traditionally worked with.
Activates the Quantum Mind- Opens the right hemisphere of the brain, balances the hemispheres, activating
the Pineal and connecting to the Quantum Mind.
For the Sacred Heart and Quantum Mind activations to
take place, one is first taken to the Quantum Void of
infinite possibilities for cleaning, clearing, and healing.
The Quantum Void is the space of the Three by Three.
If you are unfamiliar with that process, there is a free audio
meditation at Twistedsage.com, though is not needed to get
the benefits from your Golden Fire Wand. In the process,
your entire Soul Spark -from Source and back to Source
again, is anchored within the heart.
Your Light, now fully present in the heart, dissolves away
any cords and contracts that held us in that old world.
Please visit us and leave feedback at Twistedsage.com!!!

Basic instructions:
Your Golden Fire Wand will automatically do all the
energetic clearing for you. It only needs to be held for
this to happen. When you are ready to do energy
work such as healing or clearing, simply point the
wand at what you are working with, and use a

Use this tool to “wand” an area of distress,
which raises the cells in frequency and vibration.
Even plants with diseased cells will respond to the
change in vibration and frequency,
allowing them to become vibrant and healthy!

circular or figure-8 motion with the wand above
the area you are working with. The distance between
what you are working with and the wand does not
matter. As all the tools at Twistedsage Studios, these

are high consciousness, quantum tools. You can use
the wand for distance work. You simply use your
intention and imagination to visualize what you are

Try the wand with plants, pets, people and places!
Though this is a powerful healing wand,
it goes beyond just healing.
The energy of this tool also brings peace and joy ,
magic and miracles.

working with, and operate the wand with that visualization. The energy will flow to where you are sending
it. And with this type of heart based, high vibration
tools, the energy is always sent and received for the
highest and best good. You can carry the wand on a
necklace, keychain, or pocket, and it will continue to
hold that space of Peace for you and for others.

Not to be confused with the Golden Light Wand.
Physically similar, yet the energetics are completely different!!
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